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**Dr. Robert Moore** was Distinguished Service Professor of Psychology, Psychoanalysis and Spirituality in the Graduate Center of the Chicago Theological Seminary where he was the Founding Director of the new Institute for Advanced Studies in Spirituality and Wellness. An internationally recognized psychoanalyst and consultant in private practice in Chicago, he served as a Training Analyst at the C.G. Jung Institute of Chicago and was Director of Research for the Institute for Integrative Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy and the Chicago Center for Integrative Psychotherapy. Author and editor of numerous books in psychology and spirituality, he lectured internationally on his formulation of a neo-Jungian psychoanalysis and integrative psychotherapy. His books include *The Archetype of Initiation: Sacred Space, Ritual Process and Personal Transformation; The Magician and the Analyst: The Archetype of the Magus in Occult Spirituality and Jungian Psychology*, and *Facing the Dragon: Confronting Personal and Spiritual Grandiosity*. For more information please visit www.robertmoore-phd.com.

**DR. MOORE’S AUDIO PROGRAMS NOW AVAILABLE IN MP3 FORMAT!**

Get Dr. Moore’s audio publications in MP3 format for less! Nearly all of Dr. Moore’s audio publications are now available for download in MP3 format. Visit Dr. Moore’s website, www.robertmoore-phd.com, to order and start listening today.

*Robert Moore Publications* produces, publishes and distributes media publications by Dr. Robert Moore. For more information, catalogs, or to place an order contact audio@robertmoore-phd.com.
RECENT RELEASES BY ROBERT MOORE

**The Ego-Archetypal Self Axis: From Jungian Concept to Ecstatic Communion**
In this lecture, Dr. Moore offers his neo-Jungian reflections on various aspects of the individuation process—how the process manifests itself in the lived experiences of individuals and its impact on the experience of ego and Other, or the greater Self. He describes potential states of consciousness and being that are actualized and incarnated in the individual personality as the individual develops a growing awareness of his/her relationship to the greater Self. Dr. Moore explores the range of consciousness of the optimizing personality and the existential lived experience of individuals on the path of individuation.

This program is the first part of a lecture and workshop presented at the CG Jung Society of Saint Louis. The companion workshop, *Loving the Dragon: Understanding and Living the Ego-Archetypal Self Relationship*, is available below.

RM53 ................. 2 CDs ............... $20.95  RM53mp3 ............ 2 MP3s ................. $14.95

**Loving the Dragon: Understanding and Living the Ego-Archetypal Self Relationship**
Through the experience of Jungian analysis and integrative spiritual practice, Dr. Moore leads the listener into into a deeper understanding of the challenge of building a more optimal conscious relationship to the Great Self Within. He examines the challenge of forming and developing a helpful conscious ego/Self connection, and assesses the state of conscious development and current practice in this key challenge of the individuation process. This workshop includes lecture, discussion, interpersonal sharing of experience, as well as experiential exercises.

This program is the second part of a lecture and workshop presented at the CG Jung Society of Saint Louis. The companion lecture, *The Ego-Archetypal Self Axis: From Jungian Concept to Ecstatic Communion*, is available below.

RM54 ................. 4 CDs ............... $28.95  RM54mp3 ............ 4 MP3s ................. $19.95

**Coping with Grandiosity in Our Lives: The Deity and the Dragon Inside Us**
Presented at the Oblate School of Theology’s 2014 Summer Institute conference, *Coping with Grandiosity in Our Lives: The Deity and the Dragon Inside Us*, these three lectures continue Dr. Robert Moore’s important research on the growing epidemic of grandiosity and unregulated energy, and what we can do about it. Each of the following presentations includes a lecture followed by question and answer session with the audience: The Flood: Facing the Growing Global Epidemic of Grandiosity; Understanding Our Need for a Psycho-Spiritual Ark; The Real Ark: Building the Followship of the Golden Dragon.

RM57 ................. 4 CDs ............... $28.95  RM57mp3 ............ 2 MP3s ................. $19.95

**Dancing the Four Quarters: Visions of Grassroots Leadership**
*Dancing the Four Quarters: Visions of Grassroots Masculine Leadership* is an interview by Robert Moore and Forrest Craver. Recorded in the 1990s, this program concerns masculine empowerment and development of the male psyche along the four developmental lines. According to Dr. Moore, “The masculine psyche is made up of four distinct spaces, what was known in mythology as Four Quarters: the King, the Warrior, the Magician and the Lover. A mature man is a man who is able to embody the concerns that are appropriate to each of these sectors of the male psyche.” Although this program was made in the 1990s, the information contained within is as valid today as it was then. Men’s work is as important today—perhaps even more so—than it was in the 1990s.

RM58 ................. 2 CDs ............... $20.95  RM58mp3 ............ 2 MP3s ................. $14.95
In-Depth Courses

In the following best-selling audio programs, Dr. Moore describes the four archetypal potentials—King Warrior Magician Lover—which every man has within his psyche and which provide guidance for a mature masculinity. Each of the four in-depth courses described on this page covers each archetype in:
- Myth, Folklore and Religion
- Masculine Creativity and Leadership
- Masculine Psychopathology
- Resources from Analysis, Ritual, and Human Spirituality

The King Within: A Study in Masculine Psychology
One of the four archetypes of the mature male psyche described by Robert Moore—King, Warrior, Magician and Lover—the King is the central archetype in the masculine psyche. Without dis-identification from this archetype—and without a dynamic connection to it—a man will be immobilized by grandiosity, lost in depression, and bereft of a sense of meaning, just order, and connection with the creative springs of the psyche. The mature King is able to empower others as well as himself.

RM16 .................................................. 7 CDs .................................................. $60.95
RM16mp3 ............................................. 7 MP3s .................................................. $39.95

The Warrior Within: A Study in Masculine Psychology
The Warrior is the archetype of self-disciplined, aggressive action. If Warrior energy is not accessed properly, a man may find himself caught up in cruel or self-destructive behavior. The mature Warrior, however, will be energetic, decisive and persevering in reaching his goals.

RM12 .................................................. 6 CDs .................................................. $52.95
RM12mp3 ............................................. 6 MP3s .................................................. $34.95

The Magician Within: A Study in Masculine Psychology
The Magician is the archetype of awareness, inner work, initiation, and healing. Without adequate access to this psychological resource a man will sleepwalk through his life, never asking the questions which can liberate him from his credulity and naivete. He needs the magician within—the inner shaman—to help him wake up, to give him the keys to access the various inner spaces of the masculine personality, and to help him serve responsibly as a ritual elder for other men.

RM18 .................................................. 5 CDs .................................................. $44.95
RM18mp3 ............................................. 5 MP3s .................................................. $29.95

The Lover Within: A Study in Masculine Psychology
The Lover is the archetype men find most difficult to access without experiencing frightening emotional states. The Lover encourages an unbounded connectedness to life through powerful feelings, but if a man’s Lover is poorly developed, he may find himself alternately promiscuous and isolated, emotionally vulnerable and interpersonally exploitative, impulsive and addictive, yet afraid of his passion. Accessing Lover energy properly, a man feels enthusiastic and compassionate about his work and relationships. Celebrating the beauty of nature and the physical world, the mature Lover becomes a guardian of the Earth.

RM17 .................................................. 6 CDs .................................................. $52.95
RM17mp3 ............................................. 6 MP3s .................................................. $34.95

KING WARRIOR MAGICIAN LOVER COMPLETE CD SET (set not available in MP3 format)
Give your husband, father, or son mature masculinity! Order all four programs, The King Within, The Warrior Within, The Magician Within, and The Lover Within and take 10% off! (regular price $211.80)
RM100 .................................................. 24 CDs .................................................. $189.95
**King Warrior Magician Lover:**
*Rediscovering the Archetypes of the Mature Masculine*

King Warrior Magician Lover presents the four basic archetypes of the mature masculine. In this program, released for the first time on CD, Robert Moore and Douglas Gillette address the increasing number of men searching for the foundations of an authentic, revitalized masculinity that is generative, creative and empowering. Through the identification and awakening of the four basic archetypes—using dream analysis, meditation, “active imagination” and ritual process—the authors guide the listener to a fuller, richer, more mature masculine “self.”

**INTRODUCTORY PROGRAMS**
The following introductory programs present the four masculine archetypes in a more brief format. A good starting point for those new to Dr. Moore’s theories.

**Rediscovering Masculine Potentials**
Faced with the assertion that traditional masculinity leads to patriarchal structures in society and in relationships, men have been experiencing increasing conflict about their desires for sexual and social strength and generative power. Archetypal images provide a vision of a new masculinity that will nurture strong and caring men. In examining the archetypal foundations of mature masculinity, Dr. Moore discusses the King, the Warrior, the Magician, and the Lover. He lectures and leads discussions on the potential imaged by each of these archetypes and the shadow manifestations that occur when these images remain unconscious and acted out. **Suggested Reading:** Robert Johnson, *He;* Arthur and Libby Colman, *Earth Father / Sky Father.*

**Archetypal Images of the King and the Warrior / Archetypal Images of the Magician and the Lover**
Robert Moore discusses both the constructive and destructive aspects of the masculine archetypal images and their relevance for contemporary male issues. Part of the course “Ecco Homo: Issues in Male Psychology.”

**Course Description:** In the wake of feminism, which raised as many questions about male identity as it did about female identity, there has been a growing interest in “masculinism.” Jung’s attention to the gender question reflected in his theory of archetypes, anima/animus phenomena, and ideas of individuation as a balance of traits within a self, provides a provocative medium for discussion of contemporary male issues. This course examines principal areas of focus within this emerging field of study and offers insights into the dilemmas of “being a man.”

**Suggested Reading:** Murray Stein, *In Midlife;* Grimm’s *Tales for Young and Old,* Ralph Manheim, trans.; Robert Moore, *Healing the Masculine* (RM04) and *Rediscovering Masculine Potentials* (RM05); Robert Bly, “Men and the Wound” (audio).

---
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---

**Copyright © 2019 Robert Moore Publications**  
www.robertmoore-phd.com
Healing the Masculine

In this lecture, Dr. Moore analyzes some of the archetypal dynamics which are manifest in the current crisis in masculinity. Through calling attention to selected images of the mature and generative masculine, he addresses the contemporary challenge of stewarding the innate potentials of the deep masculine.

RM04 ............................. 1 CD ............................. $12.95
RM04mp3 ........................ 1 MP3 ............................. $9.95

Masculine Power: Archetypal Potential and Planetary Challenge

It is not uncommon for masculine power to be equated with the culture of patriarchy. Could depotentiation of the masculine be the answer to social, political, and sexual injustice? Or is patriarchy itself—along with sexual violence, torture, and political oppression—an expression of puer psychology and the acting out of the immature, fragmenting masculine? These and other issues relating to masculine power are examined from a Jungian perspective in this program.

RM11 ............................. 1 CD ............................. $12.95
RM11mp3 ........................ 1 MP3 ............................. $9.95

Rediscovering the Mature Masculine: Resources from Archetypal Psychology

Continuing his work on four masculine archetypes—King, Warrior, Magician and Lover—this program comes from Dr. Moore’s seminar series on Jungian and Post-Jungian views of gender. Here, Moore describes the importance of Jungian psychology as a resource for a mature masculinity, offering positive images for modern men in their quest for identity and relationship.

RM19 ............................. 4 CDs ............................. $36.95
RM19mp3 ........................ 4 MP3s ............................. $24.95

Psychological Development in Men: Forming the Male Self

Two lectures from the course, “Psychological Development in Men.”

Course Description: How men change and develop through their whole life span is the subject of much current interest and concern. The various stages through which a man must pass to individuate and to achieve his full realization of manhood are also the occasions for spawning conflicts and maladjustments. This course examines the major way stations in men’s development and explores potentialities in each stage as well as pitfalls and developmental arrests.

Forming the Male Self

RM25 ............................. 2 CDs ............................. $20.95
RM25mp3/RM26mp3 ........... 2 MP3s each ........................ $14.95 each

Integrity and the Achievement of Wholeness

RM26 ............................. 2 CDs ............................. $20.95
RM25mp3/RM26mp3 ........... 2 MP3s each ........................ $14.95 each

David the King: A Psychological Perspective

The problems and promise of the masculine soul are powerfully imaged in the story of Israel’s beloved David—warrior, lover, poet, and king. This workshop examines the significance of David’s life and legend for contemporary psychology and spirituality.

RM27 ............................. 3 CDs ............................. $28.95
RM27mp3 ........................ 3 MP3s ............................. $19.95

The Trickster Archetype: Potential and Pathology

The Trickster archetype is “psyche’s answer to oppression and grandiosity.” Fearless and uncompromising, it exposes pretension and pomposity wherever it is manifest—either in self or other. If possessed by this archetype, however, one becomes a compulsive critic who seeks to ridicule, shame, and humiliate without compassion. Meant to be an agent of liberation and the ally of new creations, the shadow expression of this psychological structure becomes the enemy of both creativity and creation itself.

RM20 ............................. 3 CDs ............................. $28.95
RM20mp3 ........................ 3 MP3s ............................. $19.95
The Parsifal Myth: An Archetypal Commentary

In this unique two DVD set, leading Jungian psychoanalyst Robert Moore leads the viewer through key facets of the male psyche and men’s journey through life. Recorded at the Findhorn Foundation in the north of Scotland during a remarkable retelling of the Parsifal myth with the founder and leading exponents of Mythodrama, Richard Olivier, Michael Boyle, Robin Alfred, the story and commentary complement each other and provide a unique contribution to the field of male psychology. With inadequately initiated young men becoming an increasingly visible problem on our streets, Dr. Moore’s passionate analysis and dynamic advocacy for the mentoring of young men are timely. Includes the short film, “New Ways with Blades” and a bonus audio track of the presenters reading The Myth of Parsifal. Approximately 4 hours in duration.

RM49 .................................................. 2 DVDs .................................................. $29.95

Divine Gender: Male Images and Experiences of God (Part of the course, “The Experience of the Divine.”)

Jung’s psychology is unique in its high regard for religious ideas and images, but, above all, Jung emphasizes the profound importance of religious experience—the experience of the divine. His theory takes account of the psychological dynamics that occasion this experience, and his conceptualization helps us to understand and describe the experience without reducing it to a cause other than itself. This course examines the correspondence between Jung’s theories and the human experience of the divine, thereby helping us to understand and appreciate the mysterious workings of the religious function of the psyche.

RM23 .................................................. 2 CDs .................................................. 20.95
RM23mp3 .............................................. 2 MP3s .................................................. $14.95

ManKind Project Eldership in 2012: The Challenge of a New Consciousness in Leaders During and After the Apocalypse

Whether you are aware of the increasing buzz about global catastrophe/transformation related to 2012 and Mayan prophecies or not, it is clear that the world has already entered a frightening “transition state” globally and that the old vessels are not holding in the face of such an earthquake of change. If we are awake as ManKind Project leaders we must engage the task of understanding what is happening and asking serious questions about our role and the mission of the global ManKind Project community in fielding creative responses. In the keynote address of the 2011 USA Gathering of Elders, Robert Moore reflects on some of the dynamics underlying this crisis/opportunity and on the role of Communities of Initiation and Generativity in birthing a new personal, social and spiritual ethos for the next decade and beyond.

RM55 .................................................. 1 CD .................................................. $10.00
RM55mp3 ............................................. 1 MP3 .................................................. $5.00

Spirituality and the Life/Mission of the Elder

In this program, also recorded at the 2011 USA Gathering of Elders, Dr. Moore presents the issue of the central/foundational role of the deep study and living practice of spiritual wisdom in the life and mission of the elder. Without this life after 55 and the aging process becomes a fertile incubator for resignation, depression, despair, and increasing narcissism.

RM56 .................................................. 1 CD .................................................. $10.00
RM56mp3 ............................................. 1 MP3 .................................................. $5.00

MKP Eldership in 2012 & Spirituality and the Life/Mission of the Elder - 2 CD Set

RM55/56 .............................................. 2 CDs .................................................. $20.00
The Archetype of Sacrifice and the Regulation of Archetypal Energy

This workshop links Jung’s alchemical studies and his examination of the archetype of sacrifice to more recent research into the nature and dynamics of grandiose energies in the human psyche. In this program, Robert Moore discusses how the decline of ritual containment of these energies in indigenous and traditional cultures has led to an epidemic of increased anxiety, addiction, and violent acting out. First, Moore introduces the role of the archetype of sacrifice and related techniques of ritual practice in human strategies of coping with the pressures of archetypal energies. Second, he links the failure of these traditional means to our current epidemic of narcissistic acting out. Third, he summarizes the ways in which recent research supports Jung and Edinger on the necessity of the achievement of an ego-Self axis—a conscious and willed sacrificial attitude in the individuation process. Finally, Moore outlines the clinical implications: the ways in which we must be much more specific in our understanding of the structure and dynamics of the ego-Self axis in relation to the analytical task. He discusses the implications of this understanding of sacrifice for our conceptualization of a truly Jungian understanding of a psychoanalytic “cure”—the task of optimizing the analysand’s conscious regulation of archetypal energies. In short, Dr. Moore argues that Jungian Analysis should return to its roots in a manner which draws upon the best in recent interdisciplinary research to build upon Jung’s foundational discoveries.

RM42 .......................... 7 CDs ........................ $60.95
RM42mp3 .......................... 7 MP3s ........................ $39.95

Transforming Fire: Understanding, Accessing, and Regulating Psychic and Spiritual Energy

In this workshop, held at the C.G. Jung Institute of Chicago, Dr. Moore shares his recent research and reflections on the dynamics and transformations of “the fire within.” How a person experiences his or her life—filled with abundance or scarcity, flatness or flooding—depends to a degree on how well he or she can access and regulate the psychic and spiritual energies of the soul. This presentation consists of lectures, with discussion and experiential processing. It is appropriate for both professional therapists and advanced students of personal and spiritual transformation.

RM41 .......................... 6 CDs ........................ $52.95
RM41mp3 .......................... 6 MP3s ........................ $34.95

The Four Couples Within: The Structure of the Self and the Dynamics of Relationship

The four archetypal couples inherent in the Self—the King and Queen, the Warriors, the Magicians, the Lovers—create four distinct psychosocial environments within a relationship. The archetypal dynamics underlying both fulfillment and frustration in human relationships are examined, with particular focus on marital dynamics and sexual dysfunction.

RM15 .......................... 3 CDs ........................ $28.95
RM15mp3 .......................... 3 MP3s ........................ $19.95

Georges Dumézil and “The New Comparative Mythology”: A Response from Jungian Structural Psychoanalysis

Of the greatest scholars of mythology, perhaps the one who has received the least systematic attention by Jungian theoreticians has been Georges Dumézil, the controversial specialist in Indo-European mythology. His work in the fields of comparative folklore and mythology at the College de France has been so influential that the work of scholars using his theories has been dubbed “the new comparative mythology.” Given psychoanalytic interest in discovering the coding of the deep structures of the unconscious, neglect of Dumézil’s work has left large amounts of significant cross-cultural research out of our reach and uninterpreted with regard to their significance for Jungian research. In this workshop Dr. Moore presents an introduction to Dumézil’s theories of mythology and then offers his reflections as to their significance for the development of research into the structures of the collective unconscious in general and the structure of the archetypal Self in particular.

RM36 .......................... 5 CDs ........................ $44.95
RM36mp3 .......................... 5 MP3s ........................ $29.95
ADVANCED SEMINARS

Structural Psychoanalysis and Integrative Psychotherapy: Introduction to a Neo-Jungian Paradigm

This five part introductory seminar includes the following lectures: Breaking the Code of the Archetypal Self: An Introductory Overview of the Research Discoveries Leading to Neo-Jungian Structural Psychoanalysis; Deep Structures and the War of the Psychological Systems; Structural Diagnosis: A Neo-Jungian Approach to Understanding Psychopathology; Toward a “Structural Cure” in Integrative Psychotherapy: Foundations; The Necessary Partnership between Integrative Psychotherapy and Integrative Spirituality: Fundamentals of a Neo-Jungian Postmodern Vision.

RM46 .................................. 10 CDs ........................................ $84.95
RM46mp3 ................................ 10 MP3s ................................... $54.95

Archetype, Compulsion and Complex:
A Neo-Jungian Approach to Structural Diagnosis in the Practice of Psychotherapy

In this advanced seminar that follows the introductory seminar, Structural Psychoanalysis and Integrative Psychotherapy (RM46), Dr. Moore shows how his discoveries can help get beyond a shallow focus on symptoms to the underlying structural deficits that issue in pathology and behavioral dysfunction both in individuals and in relationships. He explains the central role of powerful intrusions of archetypal energy in the formation of complex and symptom and shows how these intrusions lead to the particular patterns of fragmentation we note in the behavioral and cognitive presentations of patients. Dr. Moore addresses the way in which the new theoretical paradigm of neo-Jungian structural psychoanalysis helps make sense of the best research evidence on both the causes and the forms of psychopathology. He emphasizes the importance of structural diagnosis for adequate treatment planning.

Lecture 1 – The Deep Structures of the Archetypal Self and the War of the Psychological Systems: Understanding the Roots of Psychological Fragmentation in the Inheritance of the Collective Unconscious

Lecture 2 – The Archetypes of the Royal (King and Queen) and the Independent Pathologies

Lecture 3 – The Warrior Archetype and the Pathologies of Ambivalence and Aggression

Lecture 4 – The Magician Archetype and the Pathologies of Detachment and Cognition

Lecture 5 – The Lover Archetype and the Pathologies of Dependency

RM47 .................................. 7 CDs ........................................ $60.95
RM47mp3 ................................ 7 MP3s ................................... $39.95

Archetype, Compulsion and Healing

Dr. Moore continues his series on the clinical implications of the structure of the collective unconscious, discussing the relationship between archetype, compulsion, and fragmentation in human personality. Clinical implications for therapeutic strategies in integrative psychotherapy are addressed. A continuation of Dr. Moore’s studies in neo-Jungian structural psychoanalysis and integrative psychotherapy.

RM37 .................................. 4 CDs ........................................ $36.95
RM37mp3 ................................ 4 MP3s ................................... $24.95

The Collective Unconscious and the Shape of Psychopathology: A Perspective from Jungian Structural Psychoanalysis

In this workshop, Dr. Moore outlines his findings on the relationship between the structures of the collective unconscious and the patterns which we find in psychopathology. Moore takes as his text for this dialogical project the leading empirical research on psychopathology, that of Theodore Millon. He interprets and evaluates Millon’s understanding of the shape of psychopathology from his perspective of Jungian structural psychoanalysis and integrative psychotherapy.

RM33 .................................. 5 CDs ........................................ $44.95
RM33mp3 ................................ 5 MP3s ................................... $29.95

Copyright © 2019 Robert Moore Publications  www.robertmoore-phd.com
The Psychology of Satan: Encountering the Dark Side of the Self
Presented by Robert Moore at the CG Jung Institute of Chicago, this course examines the nature and dynamics of the archetypal shadow—that part of the shadow which cannot be integrated into the individuating ego. Resources from mythology, folklore, and religion are examined from the perspectives of Freudian and Jungian psychoanalysis to gain insight into the nature and dynamics of human destructiveness and evil on a personal as well as a social level. This course includes the following topics:

- The Archetypal Shadow in Myth, Folklore, and Religion
- The Inner Enemy in Freudian Psychoanalysis
- The Inner Enemy in Jungian Psychoanalysis
- Facing the Inner Enemy: Resources from Psychotherapy, Ritual, and Human Spirituality

Suggested Reading: C.G. Jung, Aion; Jeffrey Burton Russell, Satan, the Devil, Lucifer and Mephistopheles; John Sanford, Evil: The Shadow Side of Reality; John Sanford, The Strange Trial of Mr. Hyde; Marie-Louise von Franz, Shadow and Evil in Fairytales.

RM13 ........................................... 8 CDs ........................................... $68.95
RM13mp3 ..................................... 8 MP3s ........................................... $44.95

Jungian Psychology and Human Spirituality: Liberation from Tribalism in Religious Life
In this seminar, Dr. Moore stresses that “although it is important that people find and affirm their common human spiritual roots, it is time to realize that tribalism in human culture, politics, and religion must be transcended. Jungian thought may be a vehicle to assist in facilitating that process.”

RM14 ........................................... 5 CDs ........................................... $44.95
RM14mp3 .................................... 5 MP3s ........................................... $29.95

The Meaning of Sacred Space in Transformation
In times of crisis and change human beings throughout the ages have sought out “sacred places” where they could experience regeneration and renewal. This course explores the nature and dynamics of transformative space as it has been experienced from ancient times to the present. Primitive tribal experiences of sacred space are examined and related to modern experiences of regenerative space, including an analysis of the ways in which our contemporaries act out—often unconsciously—their search for a healer and a healing place. Particular attention is given to the relationship between analyst and analysand as a vessel in which transformative space manifests itself. This course set includes the following lectures: “The Nature of Sacred Space,” “The Liminoid and the Liminal,” and “The Vessel of Analysis.”

RM01 ................................................ 3 CDs ........................................... $28.95
RM01mp3 ..................................... 3 MP3s ........................................... $19.95

Ritual, Initiation, and Contemporary Religion
(Part of the conference, “Jung's Challenge to Contemporary Religion.”)
Conference Description: While Jung understood religion to be the instinctive utterance of humanity’s awareness of the divine, he strongly challenged religious traditions, in particular those of the West, to change in fundamental ways or else become irrelevant relics. The conference extends Jung’s thought into contemporary discussion about modernity and religion, depth psychology and religious experience, biblical hermeneutics, the place of the feminine in the doctrine of God, the problem of evil in Christian theology, the role of the church and community, and the pastoral ministry.

RM02 ................................................ 1 CD ........................................... $12.95
RM02mp3 ..................................... 1 MP3 ........................................... $9.95
### Portraits of Crisis: Experience and Theory

*(Part of the course, “The Soul and Its Stories: A Jungian Approach to Spiritual Development.”)*

**Course Description:** In analytical psychology, Jung’s image of individuation has a profoundly spiritual dimension. A fundamental dynamic in spiritual development is the “crisis of faith” where cherished identities and beliefs are sorely tested and seem to be empty, meaningless, and ineffective. Jung’s depth psychology offers an understanding of this “dark night of the soul” that can lead to the renewal of the spirit and a fresh approach to living.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RM03</th>
<th>3 CDs</th>
<th>$28.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RM03mp3</td>
<td>3 MP3s</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Jihad: The Archetype of Spiritual Warfare

Robert Moore presents a study of the archetype of warfare on both a sociopolitical and personal level, and the various manifestations of this archetype in religious traditions. **Course Description:** Central to nearly all religious myths are the sacred events of “divine action” and the images that portray them. These symbols fascinate and inspire believers and non-believers alike. This course examines a series of these events/images from diverse religious beliefs and presents interpretations of their psychological content from the perspective of Jungian psychology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RM07</th>
<th>1 CD</th>
<th>$12.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RM07mp3</td>
<td>1 MP3</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### From Chaos to Cosmos: Creation Myths and the Quest for a Centered Self

Marie-Louise von Franz says that “creation myths are of a different class from other myths... for when they are told there is always a certain solemnity that gives them a central importance; they convey a mood which implies that what is said will concern the basic things of existence, something more than is contained in other myths.” This seminar focuses on the psychological significance of the mythology of creation with emphasis on understanding its relationship to the processes of forming and consolidating a centered and cohesive self.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RM24</th>
<th>3 CDs</th>
<th>$28.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RM24mp3</td>
<td>3 MP3s</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The Great Self Within: Anthropos and Pleroma in Gnostic Myth and Psychological Reality

In the mythic traditions of the human species, we find widespread reports of a Great Self that dwells within the human soul. Gnosticism gives us one of the most interesting examples of this spiritual phenomenon. Robert Moore addresses the psychological deep structures underlying Gnostic myths of the Anthropos (supreme divinity) and the Pleroma. Parallels with Jung’s understanding of the collective unconscious and archetypal Self are examined and discussed in terms of their clinical and spiritual significance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RM31</th>
<th>1 CD</th>
<th>$12.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RM31mp3</td>
<td>1 MP3</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Georges Dumézil and “The New Comparative Mythology”: A Response from Jungian Structural Psychoanalysis

Of the greatest scholars of mythology, perhaps the one who has received the least systematic attention by Jungian theoreticians has been Georges Dumézil, the controversial specialist in Indo-European mythology. His work in the fields of comparative folklore and mythology at the College de France has been so influential that the work of scholars using his theories has been dubbed “the new comparative mythology.” Given psychoanalytic interest in discovering the coding of the deep structures of the unconscious, neglect of Dumézil’s work has left large amounts of significant cross-cultural research out of our reach and uninterpreted with regard to their significance for Jungian research. In this workshop Dr. Moore presents an introduction to Dumézil’s theories of mythology and then offers his reflections as to their significance for the development of research into the structures of the collective unconscious in general and the structure of the archetypal Self in particular.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RM36</th>
<th>5 CDs</th>
<th>$44.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RM36mp3</td>
<td>5 MP3s</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Archetype of Initiation:
The Dynamics of Transformation in the Human Psyche
In this program, Dr. Moore gives an overview of his three decades of research on the archetype of initiation and its role in our personal, cultural, and spiritual lives. He describes the ways in which this archetype organizes much of our experience without our realizing it. Utilizing the phenomenology of Mircea Eliade, the anthropology of Victor Turner, Edinger’s classical Jungian theory, and his own neo-Jungian structural psychoanalysis, Dr. Moore gives a framework to raise our level of consciousness with regard to the initiatory processes which are constellating in us at this time. Through working deeply on this topic, we can hope to transform what Jung called “repressed individuation” to a more conscious engagement with our individuation process.

RM39 ................................................................. 6 CDs ................................................................. $52.95
RM39mp3 ............................................................. 6 MP3s ............................................................. $34.95

The Courage to Be Transformed:
Insights from Jungian Analysis and the Philosophy of Paul Tillich
Why is it so difficult to change—to be transformed—even when we have many insights into our personal problems and complexes? What do we need to break through the impasses in our healing processes? In this workshop, Dr. Moore brings together perspectives from his neo-Jungian approach to analysis and the philosophy of Paul Tillich to focus on the nature and dynamics of the courage to be transformed. Special attention is given to understanding the different types of anxiety that afflict us. Dr. Moore addresses the kinds of courage needed to overcome each kind of anxiety and the personal resources each requires in order for transformation to be accomplished.

RM40 ................................................................. 4 CDs ................................................................. $36.95
RM40mp3 ............................................................. 4 MP3s ............................................................. $24.95

Transforming Fire:
Understanding, Accessing, and Regulating Psychic and Spiritual Energy
In this workshop, held at the C.G. Jung Institute of Chicago, Dr. Moore shares his recent research and reflections on the dynamics and transformations of “the fire within.” How a person experiences his or her life—filled with abundance or scarcity, flatness or flooding—depends to a degree on how well he or she can access and regulate the psychic and spiritual energies of the soul. This presentation consists of lectures, with discussion and experiential processing. It is appropriate for both professional therapists and advanced students of personal and spiritual transformation.

RM41 ................................................................. 6 CDs ................................................................. $52.95
RM41mp3 ............................................................. 6 MP3s ............................................................. $34.95

Practicing the Presence of the Other Within:
Developing the Ego-Archetypal Self Axis
In this program, which contains both lecture and experiential elements, Robert Moore provides background and techniques to help us realize and engage our growth potential. Materials focus on how the Self, Jung’s archetypal conceptualization of our true nature, provides signs indicating where growth is seeking to gain our attention in order to be manifested in our personal and spiritual lives. Through “Practicing of Presence” we learn to pay attention to these signs of the “Primal Other.”

RM44 ................................................................. 4 CDs ................................................................. $36.95
RM44mp3 ............................................................. 4 MP3s ............................................................. $24.95
The Rape of the Soul: Jungian Perspectives on the Sexual Abuse of Children

The prevalent opinion that childhood is a happy time for most people is only one manifestation of our tendency to deny the realities of childhood. Ever since Freud scandalized his contemporaries with his pioneering research into the psychological effects of childhood sexual traumas, child abuse has been a topic laden with taboos and avoided by most researchers and theorists—a situation that has only recently begun to change. In this course Dr. Moore examines the nature and dynamics of child abuse from a Jungian point of view. After reviewing available historical and psychological research on the topic, Moore works toward an understanding of the theoretical and therapeutic issues which arise from a close encounter with the horror of these experiences.

Session 1 – The Horror of Childhood: A Historical Perspective; Session 2 – The Horror of Childhood: The Contemporary Situation; Session 3 – Patterns of Abuse: Non-Sexual; Session 4 – Patterns of Abuse: Sexual; Session 5 – The Effects of Abuse in Later Life; Session 6 – Archetypal Images and the Abused Child; Session 7 – Childhood Sexual Abuse and “The Assault on Truth”; Session 8 – Healing the Abused Child Without and Within: The Contemporary Challenge

RM45  .......................................................... 15 CDs  .......................................................... $124.95
RM45mp3 ...................................................... 15 MP3s .......................................................... $79.95

A Neo-Jungian Mapping of the Psyche: Understanding Inner Geography and Our Challenge of Individuation

In this lecture Jungian analyst Robert Moore introduces his discoveries with regard to the actual deep structures of the Archetypal Self. Advancing the tradition of Jung’s study of the Collective Unconscious, Dr. Moore introduces a Neo-Jungian mapping of the psyche that he believes is a “decoding of the Diamond Body,” the Great Code of the psyche which is the foundation for the transcendent function and the role of the Self in balancing the opposites in our lives. After presenting this “map of inner geography,” Dr. Moore focuses on the implications of the organization of these deep structures for our psychological development and our spiritual growth toward wholeness.

RM50  .......................................................... 2 CDs  .......................................................... $20.95
RM50mp3 ...................................................... 2 MP3s .......................................................... $14.95

Archetypes and Ecstasy: Archetypal Energies and the Quest for Optimal Experience

What is it that drives the human quest for “something more”? What fuels our longing to “reach beyond,” our drive for excellence, as well as our tendency to be vulnerable to a myriad of addictions? Depth analysis leads us to ground the origin of these longings in the fiery energies of the Archetypal Self, the GodSelf at the Center of the human personality. In this seminar Dr. Moore presents his discoveries with respect to the archetypal map of the journey toward wholeness; a journey that is encoded in our personalities and that can guide us to optimal personal experience and human fulfillment. In addition to lecture and discussion, this seminar includes experiential exercises to help you recognize patterns that may be inhibiting your movement toward optimal experience.

RM51  .......................................................... 4 CDs  .......................................................... $36.95
RM51mp3 ...................................................... 4 MP3s .......................................................... $24.95
**Jungian Studies**

*The Ego and its Relations with the Unconscious*
Robert Moore surveys the psychoanalytic history of the concept of ego, clarifying the differences between Freud, Adler and Jung.
RM21 ........ .2 CDs ........ $20.95
RM21mp3 .2 MP3s ........ $14.95

*Ego and Archetype: The Genius of Edward Edinger*
Edward Edinger’s death marked the conclusion of a distinguished career of intensive inquiry into the promise and pitfalls of becoming conscious of the “great self within.” This workshop is an overview of Edinger’s research into the nature and dynamics of the archetypal Self and its relationship to the human ego. Special attention is given to Edinger’s presentation of the phenomenology of the Self and his description of the “ego-Self axis.”
RM38 ........ .3 CDs ........ $28.95
RM38mp3 .3 MP3s ........ $19.95

*Jungian Psychology and the Human Future: Stewarding Jung’s Legacy in the 21st Century*
How can dream analysis further social transformation? Can archetypal theory promote responsible leadership in a democracy? What does Jung bring to the search for meaning in a technological age? In this program, Dr. Moore discusses what he believes to be the elements essential to carrying forward Jung’s approach to theory and practice in the 21st century.
RM43 ........ .1 CD ........ $12.95
RM43mp3 .1 MP3 ........ $9.95

*Angels, Demons and Spirit Possession: New Perspectives on the Collective Unconscious and the Daimonic*
This program examines the nature and dynamics of the collective unconscious in our personal and spiritual lives. At the turn of the nineteenth century, most European intellectuals were smugly declaring the end of belief in spirits and angels and declaring all other paranormal spiritual phenomena. At the beginning of the new millennium we find that—instead of the predicted rise of the “secular city”—we are experiencing a profound renewal of paranormal and spiritual phenomena, and many expect this trend to intensify even further in the next few years. Dr. Moore gives an overview of current spiritual phenomenology to describe the present situation in spiritual experience and practice, then turns to Jung’s psychology for understanding. Prominent consideration is given to Jung’s differentiation between personal psychological contents which should be integrated, and the phenomenon of the “spirit complex,” which by its very nature cannot and should not be brought into the inner precincts of the self. Angels, channeling, spirit possession, and other forms of paranormal spiritual phenomena, and the ways in which these phenomena raise questions about current dominant paradigms in philosophy and science are examined.
RM34 ....................... 5 CDs ...................... $44.95
RM34mp3 ....................... 5 MP3s ...................... $29.95

*Idealization and Evil: Perspectives from Jungian Psychoanalysis*
Dr. Moore describes and analyzes the phenomena which we call idealizing transferences and projections, discusses the role of idealization in the normal development of the self, and examines the nature and dynamics of pathological idealization. Attention is given to psychological, political, and spiritual implications of this phenomenon. Both lecture and experiential exercise are included.
RM35 ....................... 4 CDs ...................... $36.95
RM35mp3 ....................... 4 MP3s ...................... $24.95

*The Enemy Within: Narcissism and Human Evil*
In our era many have sought insight into human destructiveness through reflections grounded in the psychoanalytic tradition—thinkers such as Paul Ricoeur, M. Scott Peck, and Jeffrey Burton Russell. It has been Jungian psychoanalysis, however, which has provided the most honest, sustained, and adequate reflections upon human evil. Jung’s great contribution to the problem of evil was his recognition that the shadow—which has both personal and archetypal dimensions—is not identical with evil. In this program, Dr. Moore analyzes contemporary Jungian understandings of evil (Jung, von Franz, Sanford) and suggests some directions for further research.
RM08 ....................... 1 CD ...................... $12.95
RM08mp3 ....................... 1 MP3 ...................... 9.95
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THE MASCULINE PERSONALITY: SHADOW AND FULLNESS

The Archetypes of the Mature Masculine: Man Psychology

The KING in His Fullness
The WARRIOR in His Fullness
The MAGICIAN in His Fullness
The LOVER in His Fullness

The Divine Child
The Hero
The Precocious Child
The Oedipal Child

The Archetypes of the Immature Masculine: Boy Psychology

The High Chair Tyrant
The Weakling Prince
The Grand-stander Bully
The Coward
The Know-It-All Trickster
The Dummy
The Mama’s Boy
The Dreamer

Immature Bipolar Dysfunctional Shadow Systems: +/- Indicate Active and Passive Poles

THE AXIS MUNDI

ASCENT TO THE CENTER

Cosmos
Community
Containment
Creativity
Arcing
Epiphany
The Wasteland

all diagrams copyright © 2004 Robert L. Moore, Ph.D.
The Journey to one’s optimal system-self is a spiral pilgrimage through the life-cycle. Dancing the Four Quarters as an image of optimal personality function is an embodiment in a mature way of this spiral toward optimal personality. No matter how much trouble we have had in our development, we can always begin again making progress in our spiral toward our true Center.

Arrows above indicate dialectical tensions built into the deep structure of the psyche.

1. Models of Archetypal Self in a quadrated form (the quaternios)

2. Models of the complete androgynous Archetypal Self in octahedral form (the double quaternio)
THE FOUR DEVELOPMENTAL LINES IN THE JOURNEY TO MATURITY
Pathways to the Psychological and Spiritual Cardinal Virtues

The Feminine Self

Maturity
Line of Nurturance

QUEEN
Mere Power
Ordering and Provision
Centering and Calmness
Inclusive Caring
Blessing

Line of Cognition
Young Adulthood

Line of Aggression
Mid-life

LINE OF AGGRESSION / AFFILIATION

Healing
Wisdom
Contemplation
Transformation
Mere Knowledge
MAGICIAN

The Masculine Self

Maturity
Line of Nurturance

KING
Mere Power
Ordering and Provision
Centering and Calmness
Inclusive Caring
Blessing

Line of Cognition
Young Adulthood

Line of Aggression
Mid-life

LINE OF AGGRESSION / AFFILIATION

Healing
Wisdom
Contemplation
Transformation
Mere Knowledge
MAGICIAN

Note the asymmetry in the male and female life cycle

Copyright © 2019 Robert Moore Publications, all rights reserved
THE ARCHETYPAL STRUCTURE OF PSYCHOPATHOLOGY: An Integration of Theodore Millon’s Scientific Psychopathology with Structural Psychoanalysis

FEMALE

- Aggressive
- Narcissistic
- Vindictive
- Exploitive

ACTIVE

INDEPENDENT

QUEEN

- Admirable
- Assertive
- Passive

MAGician

INTEGRATING THEORETICAL MODELS

Structural Psychoanalysis in Relation to Bowen Family Systems Theory and Self Psychology

MENTAL SYSTEMS

ARCHETYPAL SYSTEMS for FUSION

(reinforcing and co-regulating)

INTEGRATIVE SYSTEMS for DIVIDEDNESS

Necessary Instinct for Nurturing

Warrior

Lover

Magician

OPTIMAL INTEGRATION

Warrior

Lover

Magician

The Fulcrum Point achievement of basic nuclear system-self

Realm of lack of basic nuclear system cohesion (psychotic and borderline states)
Realm of optimal system-self cohesion and personality function.

Fulcrum Point in system integration (the point at which basic nuclear system-self cohesion is achieved). As quadrants fill in and balance, the individual moves from personality disorders to high performance personality.

Realm of lack of basic nuclear system-self cohesion:

- Borderline State
- Psychotic State

- clear spaces are areas where no regulated access is yet achieved
- large, light-gray circles indicate loose organization in relation to an archetype
- small, darker circles indicate areas of increased regulated access to an archetype

key applies to this diagram and all of the following configurations
SIXTEEN POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS OF THE MALE SYSTEM-SELF

1. King Energy Dominant
2. Warrior Energy Dominant
3. Magician Energy Dominant
4. Lover Energy Dominant

5. Royal and Magician Energies Dominant
6. Lover and Warrior Energies Dominant
7. Lover and Magician Energies Dominant
8. Lover and Royal Energies Dominant

9. Royal and Warrior Energies Dominant
10. Warrior and Magician Energies Dominant
11. Royal, Lover, and Magician Energies Dominant
12. Royal, Lover, and Warrior Energies Dominant

13. Royal, Warrior, and Magician Energies Dominant
14. Lover, Magician, and Warrior Energies Dominant
15. The High Performance Personality
16. The Optimal Personality
SIXTEEN POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS OF THE FEMALE SYSTEM-SELF

1. Queen Energy Dominant
   QUEEN
   MAGICIAN
   WARRIOR
   LOVER
   OPTIMAL SYSTEM-SELF

2. Lover Energy Dominant
   QUEEN
   MAGICIAN
   WARRIOR
   LOVER
   OPTIMAL SYSTEM-SELF

3. Magician Energy Dominant
   QUEEN
   MAGICIAN
   WARRIOR
   LOVER
   OPTIMAL SYSTEM-SELF

4. Warrior Energy Dominant
   QUEEN
   MAGICIAN
   WARRIOR
   LOVER
   OPTIMAL SYSTEM-SELF

5. Royal and Magician Energies Dominant
   QUEEN
   MAGICIAN
   WARRIOR
   LOVER
   OPTIMAL SYSTEM-SELF

6. Lover and Warrior Energies Dominant
   QUEEN
   MAGICIAN
   WARRIOR
   LOVER
   OPTIMAL SYSTEM-SELF

7. Lover and Magician Energies Dominant
   QUEEN
   MAGICIAN
   WARRIOR
   LOVER
   OPTIMAL SYSTEM-SELF

8. Lover and Royal Energies Dominant
   QUEEN
   MAGICIAN
   WARRIOR
   LOVER
   OPTIMAL SYSTEM-SELF

9. Royal and Warrior Energies Dominant
   QUEEN
   MAGICIAN
   WARRIOR
   LOVER
   OPTIMAL SYSTEM-SELF

10. Warrior and Magician Energies Dominant
    QUEEN
    MAGICIAN
    WARRIOR
    LOVER
    OPTIMAL SYSTEM-SELF

11. Royal, Lover, and Magician Energies Dominant
    QUEEN
    MAGICIAN
    WARRIOR
    LOVER
    OPTIMAL SYSTEM-SELF

12. Royal, Lover, and Warrior Energies Dominant
    QUEEN
    MAGICIAN
    WARRIOR
    LOVER
    OPTIMAL SYSTEM-SELF

13. Royal, Warrior, and Magician Energies Dominant
    QUEEN
    MAGICIAN
    WARRIOR
    LOVER
    OPTIMAL SYSTEM-SELF

14. Lover, Magician, and Warrior Energies Dominant
    QUEEN
    MAGICIAN
    WARRIOR
    LOVER
    OPTIMAL SYSTEM-SELF

15. The High Performance Personality
    QUEEN
    MAGICIAN
    WARRIOR
    LOVER
    OPTIMAL SYSTEM-SELF

16. The Optimal Personality
    QUEEN
    MAGICIAN
    WARRIOR
    LOVER
    OPTIMAL SYSTEM-SELF
What is your personality configuration? You may print this form to draw your inner organization as you believe it to be at this time. Refer to the diagrams on the website (www.robertmoore-phd.com) for examples. Fill in the following diagrams starting at the outer edge and coloring towards the center. The closer to the center, the more optimized your access to that archetype. Use lighter shading to denote areas of less stable, less dependable “loose organization.” Use darker shading for areas of more solidity, resilience, and greater organization. You may also fill out forms for those with whom you have intimate relationships (parents, children, siblings, colleagues, friends, lovers), and see if you can discern any places where you are less organized and the other person more organized.

(For more information, see Chapter 12 “Understanding the Current Archetypal Structure of Your Personality,” The King Within: Revised, Expanded Edition [2007]. Dr. Moore will be happy to assist you with your assessment and in understanding the implications of the configurations which have developed in your personality. To schedule a consultation please contact Dr. Moore at 773.288.7474.)

Please visit Dr. Moore’s website (www.robertmoore-phd.com) to download a full-sized copy of this worksheet.
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Decoding the Diamond Within
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